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Solar System Division Overview
This is an exciting time in Solar System Exploration:

Several operating missions throughout the Solar System!
• MESSENGER to Mercury (by way of Earth and Venus)
• Stardust returning from Comet Wild 2
• MRO on its way to Mars (MOI March 10, 2006)
• MGS, Odyssey, MER-1, MER-2, Aspera-3 (on MeX) at Mars
• Cassini at Saturn
• (And Genesis science being analyzed on the ground)

Several more coming up!
• New Horizons/Pluto (January 2006)
• Dawn to Ceres and Vesta (2006)
• Moon Mineralogy Mapper on Chandrayaan-1 (2007)
• Kepler (2008)
• Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (2008) [Yes, we retain science responsibility!]
• Phoenix Scout (2007), Mars Science Laboratory (2009)
• JUNO (2010-2011)



Research and Analysis

• We are getting programs that have been off track (ASTEP, ASTID,
PIDDP, Pl Atm) back on track.

• We have added Phil Crane to work Planetary Atmospheres (and
others?)

• Melissa McGrath is overseeing all R&A matters in the Division:  her
charge is to make Solar System R&A a smooth running machine.

• We are starting Cassini DAP

Budget: Effectively flatlined plus inflation for the next several years.
While this is not the increase hoped for in the past, it is far better
than a cut, which other themes have suffered.

But…NOBODY knows the effects of the Katrina bill yet.  Stay tuned.



Flight Missions



Pluto/New Horizons
Characterize and Map the surface of Pluto and
Charon, and characterize the atmosphere of Pluto

Status

•Spacecraft has been delivered to KSC
•Launch vehicle qualification and
certification continuing, but schedule
is tight

•Launch approval: NASA has sent
letter to OSTP for consideration

On track for January 2006 launch!



Cassini

As of October 2, Cassini has completed 15 orbits of Saturn

Tethys Hyperion



Jupiter Orbiter (JUNO)

Status
• Project is working with the Program Office and HQ to

work the earliest possible launch date that fits into the
available budget.

PI: Dr Scott Bolton, Principal Investigator,
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

A mission to use a highly instrumented
spacecraft placed in a polar orbit about the
planet Jupiter to investigate the existence of an
ice-rock core, determine the global water and
ammonia abundances in Jupiter's atmosphere,
study convection and deep wind profiles in the
atmosphere, investigate the origin of the jovian
magnetic field, and explore the polar
magnetosphere.



Europa, and the technology to get there
and elsewhere

• As promised to us all, there is money in the FY06 budget
for the next big flagship mission.

• I want to use this money to put us in a solid position for
spending “the real money” when it comes.
– We have a restricted JPL-produced study and a

European-produced study for missions to Europa
– We can move forward (the next step) by spending

(real) money to better define exactly what it will take
to put a S/C at Europa and maximize the science return

– Also, I want to establish a science team to work with
the mission design study team to solidify the “reality”
of the concept.

• Meanwhile, we can look at the technologies needed to
reach other outer planet targets (to kickstart other areas
listed in the roadmap)



JIMO, Europa, and ??

Next Steps:
• I want to pick up the Europa mission where JPL’s AoA left off.

Money is an issue, and I will be working that
• Community help:

– With Huygens behind us and continued Cassini fly-bys, does
Titan jump ahead of Europa in priority?

– Or does it stay behind Europa, since we now know more about
Titan than Europa?

– Suggest OPAG form working groups to study this issue: “What is
really next?”

The vision for Outer Planets research via nuclear powered and
propelled S/C is still alive, but the technology is just not there yet.
More funding would help, but not in the specific case of JIMO.

I showed this chart in March


